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Privacy policy
Pursuant to Article 12 of the Law on Personal Data Protection ("Official Gazette of RS"
no. 87/2018 ) TEHNIKA MB DOO, ul. Turijski put 22 , 21480 Srbobran (hereinafter
TEHNIKA MB), as data controler, notifies you that it collects and processes your data
(hereinafter "Data") for the purpose of sending bids for metal structures and elements,
sending bids for service laser sheet metal cutting, service sheet metal perforation,
service plasticization, as well as customer satisfaction analysis and will not be used for
other purposes.
In this regard, TEHNIKA MB notify the persons from whom data is collected on the
following:
●

●

●
●

●

Data collected by TEHNIKA MB when receiving requests for offer for metal
structures and elements, via the website: contact person's first and last name,
phone number and e-mail
contact person from the organization who uses
TEHNIKA MB services.
If a person, instead of an official phone and email number, leaves their private
contact details, it is thought that he has consented to processing the personal
data relating to him.
TEHNIKA MB collects and processes data by sending quote requests and
customer satisfaction analysis that you fill out after the product is finished.
Consent to data collection is given in writing by the customer when the customer
satisfaction analysis is filled out, and electronically (opt in) when the client sends
an offer request through the website.
Data collected is saved
o consent until the revocation of consent for processing, restrictions, or
other actions limiting the given consent of the
o in case your data is used for the realization of the contract, until the
expiration of the contractual obligation

if the basis for data processing is our legitimate interest, and until the
submission of a complaint or revocation of consent,
● TEHNIKA MB will not use the data specified in the application and questionnaires
for other purposes other than the above, will not give it to third parties or misuse
it in any other way.
o

Data processing is not allowed:
1. if the natural person has not given consent for processing, i.e. if the processing is
done without legal authorization;
2. if it is performed for a purpose different from the one for which it is designated,
whether performed on the basis of the consent of the person or the legal
authority for processing without consent;
3. if the purpose of processing is not clearly determined, if amended, unauthorized,
or already achieved;
4. if the person to whom the Data relates is determined or determined and after the
purpose of processing is achieved;
5. if the processing method is illegal;
6. if the data being processed is unnecessary or ineligable for the purpose of
processing;
7. if the number or type of Data that is processed is a disproportionate processing
purpose;
8. if the Data is untrue and incomplete, that is, when it is not based on a credible
source or is obsolesced;
The person whose data is collected and processed has the rights:
1. Revoke consent for data processing in writing. Data processing is not illegal after
the consent is revoked.
2. On a data processing notification;
3. Insight and copy of the data being processed;
4. On the request for an update, update, update, deletion of data (unless clearly
determined the purpose of processing or alteration, and the conditions for the
modified purpose are not met, if the data is no longer required to achieve the
purpose and if the processing method is illegal, the data falls within the number
and type of data whose processing is disproportionate to the purpose or the data
is incorrect. , and cannot be replaced by an update correctly, the data is
processed without consent or authority based on the law and in other cases
when processing cannot be performed in accordance with the laws on personal
data protection); interruption and temporary suspension of processing (if the
accuracy, completeness and updating of data is challenged); as well as the right

to mark this data as disputed until their accuracy, completeness and up-to-date is
determined
If you have any questions regarding the processing of your personal Data, you can
contact us:
TEHNIKA MB DOO
Ul. Turijski put 22, 21480 Srbobran
tel.: +381 21 735 035
E-mail: zastitapodatakaolicnosti@tehnika.co.rs

Srbobran, June 15, 2021.

